Choice Board 6
Please do one different subject per day. Make sure you label the assignment choice board 6.
Math
Decimal
Review:
Complete the
following
division
problems
6.21 divided
by 3
11.79 divided
by 9
5.2 divided by
0.13
9.68 divided
by 0.32
7.992 divided
by 6.66

Math 180

RLA/Read 180
English Warmup
(Right click link
above and
select open
link)

CA
Wellness:
Pick one day and
create a food
journal. Write
down everything
you eat for the
day along with
the calories for
each item. Use
food labels
and/or internet to
help find calories
for items. Don’t
forget your
calories for your
drinks and snacks
too. Add up all
the calories you
ate that day.
Remember water
is 0 calories
Beside each item
write (healthy or
non healthy).

Science
Science
Experiment:
Weather this
week is
looking kind
of rainy, so
you’re going
to build your
own rain
gauge to see
how much
falls.
Need:
- straight
sided clear
glass jar
- ruler
- block of
wood
- glue
- clear
waterproof
tape
Put the end
of the ruler
with the
lowest
measureme
nt in the
bottom of
the jar. Then
tape it to the
side. Glue
the jar to the
wood block
to give it
stability.
Now place it
outside,
away from

Social Studies
Complete a
Nearpod on
The Voting
Process. Go to
Nearpod.com
and put in the
classroom
code HOMZS

Fraction
review:
Add or
subtract the
following
5/7 -2/7
4/7-2/3
2/3+5/6
3/10 + 3/10

Choose either
a significant
person from
current events
or a character
from a book
you are
reading. Come
up with 10
interview
questions to
ask this
person.

4 5/6- 2 1/6
Be sure to
simplify all
answers

Pretend these
are the
temperatures
for the next 7
days. Find the
mean, median,

Writing: Some
words are over
used and make
writing less
interesting.
Come up with

Spanish
https://wvk12my.sharepoint.co
m/:v:/g/personal/
dllambert_k12_w
v_us/EX5gnE6D2t
RPmEqA2uKOGzA
BXtvULNFMiWMy
UfnpJZRKMQ?e=
OW74EC
Technology
* picture journal
Students will use
any type of
picture, drawings
etc. to add to a
weekly journal.
They make use as
many pictures as
they wish and
may use
PowerPoint or
any media
platform to make
a journal of 3-5
days of the week.

6th grade theatre join 6th grade
theatre teams
meeting on
Thursday May 7 at
2:00. An invitation

your house
or other
objects.
Check every
day after it
rains and
record the
data for the
week.
Science
Research:
It’s STAR
WARS
WEEK!!!
Look up one
of the space
battles from
the Star
Wars saga
on YouTube
(Or just
watch all the
movies for
good
measure).
Now, do
some
research on
energy
waves in
space.

Interview an
Adult- Find an
adult and ask
them about
their history.
Ask them
where they
grew up, what
were some
news events
going on
before you
were born,
were there
any extreme
weather
events that
occurred, ask
about their
childhood, etc.

- What are 2
major flaws
with the
battles
according to
Science.
May the 4th
be with you!
Science
Design:
Since it’s
supposed to
rain so much

Create a map
of an
imaginary
location.
Make sure to
include a

mode and
range:
Mon: 72
degrees
Tue: 68
degrees
Wed: 72
degrees
Thur: 76
degrees
Fri: 69 degrees

3 other words
for each of the
words in the
“Dead Word
Bank”
Example: said
I could use the
words,
explained,
replied, or
responded.
“Dead Words”
1. Great
2. Nice
3. Pretty
4. Big
5. Sad

Sat: 74
degrees
Sun: 75
degrees

Go to Kahn
Academy at
https://khanac
ademy.org and
select any
sixth grade
math lesson to
preview.
Watch the
lesson and
take notes on
the example
problems that
were
completed.
Then send a
pic of the
example

Continue to
read 30
minutes each
day and write a
summary
(paragraph)at
the end of the
week of what
you read.

to join will be sent
to your 365 email
account.

Art
1. Journaling and
drawing, "What I
want to tell the
world...".
2. Using your
phone's camera,
take a photo of
something
outdoors. It may
be a scenic, a still
object, or a
portrait. Then try
to recreate the
image using the
tools and materials
you have at home.
If you do not have
access to take a
photo, you may
create your
composition in the
moment.

Music:

Write a "Virus
Verse": Write 4
sentences about
your time at
home. Rhyme
the end of the
2nd and 4th
sentences so
your verse has
musical flow.
Band Students:

I want to
challenge you to
post some silly
pictures of

this week,
design a rain
collection
system to
store
rainwater so
you can use
it for
watering
your garden
or lawn.
1. What
materials
will you use
to catch the
rain.
2. What
materials
will you
store it in?
3.
Remember,
water
evaporates,
so how are
you going to
keep it
where you
catch it?
Science
Journal:
Write about
what topic in
Science
interested
you the
most this
school year.
1. What did
you like
about it? 2.
What didn’t
you like
about it? 3.
Have you
thought

scale, symbols,
and a key or
legend.

Make up a
map skills quiz.
Make sure to
include an
answer key
and at least
ten questions.

problems and
the name of
the lesson.

yourself with
your instrument.
Use your
imagination and
be creative! Let's
see some of
YOUR silly
quarantine pics!

about a
career that
involves the
topic?
4. If so,
what?

Check out the Library's Let's Keep Reading web page. It is updated weekly with book
previews, trailers, links to free ebooks, and other great "reading" finds and activities on
the web. You can navigate to the link from the TCMS Library's main page or just go
directly to the page using this url: https://www.smore.com/4z6u0

